ENGINEERING & PRODUCT DESIGN

Honoring the US observance of
World Standards Day - October 27, 2016
From improving safe operations to delivering
reliable products and services to increasing
engineering efficiency, codes and standards provide
the trusted and authoritative knowledge critical to
business.

Information, tools &
expertise yield faster,
smarter engineering
decisions

IHS Markit honors the tens of thousands of
technical professionals who volunteer their
time and expertise to develop and enhance
these codes and standards. We honor the
standards developing organizations who
provide the leadership and infrastructure to
facilitate and deliver those codes and
standards. And we honor those businesses
that adopt, educate and ensure conformity
with these codes and standards.

370+

For more than 55 years, companies in assetintensive industries have relied on IHS Markit to
inform and accelerate engineering decisions. All
along, IHS Markit Engineering & Product Design has
partnered closely with the standards developing
organizations, technical professionals and
customers; leading the industry with the highest
information quality standards and continuous
enhancement of our standards management and
knowledge discovery solutions. Our Engineering
Intelligence solutions unify trusted third-party
standards and technical content with internal
enterprise knowledge and tools to accelerate
engineering decisions and workflows.

standards
organizations worldwide

1.7M+

standards,
codes and specifications

30+ leading technical
publishers

10K+ widely used
technical eBooks

75M+

vetted technical
publications

60M+

global patents

Driving
Profitable
Growth

In the past year alone, we have delivered on customer requests for
more content, search enhancements and usability improvements.
Customers are thrilled with new search and notification
enhancements to Standards Expert, expanded partnerships including
new exclusive relationships, and the Engineering Workbench, a
breakthrough engineering platform that further improves
engineering efficiency with enhanced standards optimization and
knowledge discovery tools.
Today, 650,000+ engineers representing over 4,200 leading
global companies rely on our Engineering Intelligence solutions to:

Grow
Revenue

Boost
Innovation

Increase
Profitability

Identify new markets,
accelerate time to
market and better
leverage intellectual
property

Recognize market
trends, solve
problem & generate
ideas faster

Boost engineering
productivity,
discover and reuse
critical knowledge,
reduce costs, &
improve quality

Delivering
Customer
Value

38% cut in component costs, resulting
in $77 million of savings on a single
project
$21.5 million in first year sales on a
new product leveraging an existing
technology
75% reduction in the time needed to
resolve a critical part failure, reducing
corrective action by 3 weeks
33% reduction in engineers’ research
time
100% compliance with relevant
industry regulations

For more information, visit us online at www.ihs.com.

Mitigate
Risk

Ensure compliance,
minimize product
redesigns and recalls,
and avoid litigation

“In today’s working
environment it is
critical to continue
driving efficiency
and productivity.
IHS has freed up
time that our
engineers can use
on high-value
activities.”

